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What is this report about? 

The Property Market Forecast (PMF) is a unique property market read.  It takes quantitative data and uses this to read the prevailing market conditions and 

to highlight trends to be aware of which may determine the future direction and trends for the property market in the UK. 

Data is provided from multiple sources and is used in conjunction with analytical methodology to present insights into the market. 

All areas of the UK where data exists is measured and used in context. 

The report data is updated quarterly and is intended to provide property investors, property professionals and associated persons and industries with 

insight into the trends in the property market. 

Unlike other reports, the report combines both rental and sales markets, uses historical and real time data, and is considered more forward looking to the 

short and medium term trends of the property market and some analytical analysis of demand factors which drive the market pricing short and medium 

term. 

 

What has happened recently in the property market? 

The pandemic caused a lot of disruption to many markets and financial systems, with property being no exception.  In earlier PMFs by Ultimate Landlord, 

we suggested growth in the latter part of 2020 in high rental demand areas, followed by a surge of values in early 2021.  Both models have proven to be 

accurate in predicting the trajectory of the market, despite successive lockdown periods of disruption and overall economic uncertainty. 

Re-entering lockdown in late December 2020 brought further concerns, although the market did continue to grow and surge as forecast.  Some 

commentators cite the extended stamp duty holiday and furlough as simplistic explanations for this.  And whilst these no doubt have helped, they do not 

explain or map directly to the change observed in Q1 2021.  The market reflects, in the main, pent up demand although there is emerging evidence that the 

investment side of the market has been extremely buoyant with property investors rushing to buy property due to the sentiment in the investment industry 

and poor performance in other investment markets. 
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The data we have continued to study shows the issue of supply and demand discrepancies across the UK.  Media and the general population continue to 

talk about high house prices without fully assessing where this is and is not the case.  There remain severe and growing shortages of property types in 

certain areas of the UK, yet the supply and investment strategies do not identify and follow these needs.   

 

 

What is the prevailing market situation? 

The UK market is undergoing a correction.  This correction was initially observed during the 2019 (pre covid) by Ultimate Landlord and early research by 

John Penquet.  Chief amongst observations where the disparity between house values and household incomes, demand for housing and planning in many 

regions for granting developments for the wrong type and sizes of property causing spikes in values on certain types of property and locations. 

The initial shock of the first lockdown caused a very short dip in demand, followed by a growth which quickly corrected the dip and continued on 

throughout 2020. 

The market remains imbalanced as we saw in 2019, however the gaps in imbalance in regions is narrowing, causing high growth in some areas and slow 

growth in others.  This, combined with growing confidence and more active investment in property for buy to let and development purposes feeds the 

growth further and is observed in our latest data. 
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We can see in this simplified diagram the most significant impacts on supply and demand. 

 

 

All key indicators in demand are higher than would normally be observed, which in simple terms is driving values upwards.  With a lack of supply, reluctance 

of owners to list and the surprising resilience of the employment market, Ultimate Landlord expects further short term growth with no signs of crash or cliff 

edge scenarios, even with an impending end to stamp duty relief. 
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In order to better understand the wider market and what shifts we can now observe in data, we can look to the gap in recent years between the most and 

least affordable housing between local authorities in the UK. 

 

 

This discrepancy is now undergoing a rebalance, with lower cost areas of the UK essentially ‘catching up’ with other regions.  This is also fuelled by the fact 

that investors get some of the highest yields on rental properties by investing in these locations. 
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Not only can we see the imbalance, we can also now see clearly the market correcting in regions, with the highest growth in the most affordable areas over 

the past 12 months 

 

Projecting the data forwards, we expect to see higher growth in pockets of high demand within these regions.  It is critical that this level of detail is 

considered, measured and checked when reviewing data and prices for a given area.  
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Rents remain affordable in several regions, despite highly publicised reporting to the contrary.  These are key areas to watch, with expected increases in 

several locations.  

 

There remains a significant shortage of private and social rental stock in many areas.  This will drive rents upwards, as will the recent increased costs to 

landlords who may consider passing costs on to tenants in rent increases.  There is no sign of this slowing or reversing.   
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Purchase affordability is now under high pressure, although this is in part based upon the way in which mortgage affordability is calculated.  A change (or 

relaxation) in affordability and deposit rules will change this picture, as is the possibility of regional wage inflation.  This is important to watch for.  

 

London affordability remains a key challenge, and when considering the gap to other regions, it is possible that the growth in rest of the UK will outperform 

the London market for some months to come. 

Sources: ONS, Ultimate Landlord, PropertyData, Gov.uk 
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The outlook for property: what we expect to see based on current data 

All property investors need to be aware of the risk of 12 month ago comparisons which are now being published by the general media and major property 

agents.  The data is being compared to misaligned lockdowns and as such, published growth is likely to slow as we move into Q3 2021, albeit with continual 

growth. 

A fundamental factor which may cause artificial demand and in turn impact positively on prices is a rush to avoid missing out by investors and people 

looking to cash in on a high growth market. 

Historically, such scenarios extend out demand artificially, although Ultimate Landlord notes that demand and rebalancing of markets remains highly active 

and bears more heavily down on growth metrics. 

A critical part of the analysis is the move of credit markets into 95% LTV products, encouraged through governmental stimulus.  This is a major influence on 

market sentiment and, as seen historically, the greatest lever on market prices.  Credit availability drives and maintains house price growth to a far greater 

degree than other factors, so all investors need to monitor this closely. 

Taking into account the continued demand, availability of credit, relative affordability and sentiment, Ultimate Landlord has adjusted its projections for the 

UK property market to reflect current conditions as follows: 
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Ultimate Landlord House Price Growth Forecast 

 

 

We can see the ‘Surge’ we forecast last year being played out in Q1 ad Q2 2021, followed by a softening of growth into Q4 and a rebound in Q1 2022 to 

higher growth. 
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This growth will not be seen in all areas of the UK.  At present the highest growth areas are expected to be found in the ore affordable locations highlighted 

in the affordability index we discussed earlier in this report. 

The market does remain volatile, and external factors such as economic and social issues related to Covid could skew results further, especially if further 

lockdowns are required.  Much of what is forecast assumes the stability of credit markets, easing or tightening of credit rules could radically shift the model 

and forecasts. 

 

Ultimate Landlord encourages all investors to follow the latest trends and movement in data by joining our Facebook group ‘Ultimate Landlord Group’.  We 

will continue to provide commentary and insights between publications here. 

 

The next Property Market Forecast (PMF) is due to be published on the 1st of August 2021.  If you would like to enquire about more detail, local data or 

bespoke data analysis services, Ultimate Landlord has a range of services to support small and large businesses as well as organisations and the public 

sector.  Feel free to email us your requirements at data@ultimate-landlord.com. 

 

John Penquet 

CEO Ultimate Landlord Ltd. 

  

mailto:data@ultimate-landlord.com
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Disclaimer 

Whilst Ultimate Landlord and subsidiaries make every effort to ensure accuracy of data, we cannot be held accountable for or guarantee any data or 

information included in and used for this report.  All comments and opinions in this publication are presented as interpretations of data gathered from 

multiple sources.  You must not use any part of this report as financial advice or guidance.  No financial advice is offered or proposed to be offered in any of 

the content in this report.  The report is a commentary on available data and should be treated as such.  If you have any doubt or concerns about any form 

of investment, you should always contact your IFA or and FCA regulated business before making any form of investment in UK.  

This publication cannot be resold or shared in part of full without the express consent in writing from Ultimate Landlord Ltd. 

Contact Us 

Email data@ultimate-landlord.com 

www.ultimate-landlord.com 

facebook.com/groups/ultimatelandlord 
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